
 

 

 

 

 

 
2022 CP Women’s Open  
Post Event Reports 
 

Committee Name and Chairs/Vice Chairs: 

Communications Committee 

Chair – Vaughan Gunter-Smith 

Vice Chairs – Allan Bullock and Lynne Williamson 
 
Responsibilities:  

• Set-up and packing-up of communications equipment; 

• Managing daily two-way radio and headset/earpiece distribution and collection; 

• Charging radio batteries; 

• Monitoring three radio channels (A – Operations, G – Grounds, and M - Marshals) and 

facilitating communication between channels; 

• Providing communications support for evacuation; and 

• Public telephone line call intake and responses. 

What worked well:  

The Good 

• There were plenty of spare batteries and chargers which enabled all radios to be easily 

charged at the end of the day and batteries to be replaced as needed. 

• The radios worked very well, with very few problems reported. 

• Labeling each radio with its number (displayed on bootup) was invaluable in tracking. 

• The location (Pro Shop) was excellent for the type of work involved (except for the noise 

factor as noted below). 

• Giving unused radios to Lacombe Sanitation allowed Communications to contact them 

directly to deal with the numerous washroom issues that arose during the week. 

• The large wall map was very useful, particularly in helping volunteers who were 

unfamiliar with the golf course determine the locations of incidents. 

• The Evac Cheat Sheet developed by Golf Canada after the first evacuation was 

invaluable in providing guidance to the volunteers. 
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The So-so 

• It was not always obvious who should be contacted to fulfil various requirements. 

o Some functions (e.g., non-medical transport) did not appear to be assigned to 

any particular group and had to be dealt with ad hoc. 

• Passing requests from one group to another sometimes caused information to be “lost 

in translation” which required the request to be repeated/clarified. 

• Radio protocols were not standardized which sometimes led to confusion regarding who 

was talking, whether or not a message had been received etc. 

• In general, there were more volunteers assigned to each shift than required. 

o The Communications committee can be run with three volunteers (two on radios 

and one on phones) plus a rover to allow volunteers to take breaks. 

• The radio distribution was not optimal. 

o Grounds had five spares, none of which were used, whereas unused radios had 

to be utilized as additional spares for Operations and Marshals. 

o Many radios were never used, including (but not limited to) CCTV, CP, Golf 

Channel, Partnerships, HVAC, Safari, and Bunting. 

• The Communications setup in the Pro Shop was taken down immediately after play had 

finished and before several radios had been returned, leading to some challenges in 

properly recording and storing returns. 

The Bad 

• The radios were located next to Player Transport who sometimes had 10 or more 

people sitting around talking while they waited to be assigned. 

o As there was no noise barrier, it was often difficult to make out what was being 

said on the radios 

• For location-specific incidents (e.g., medical), the exact location on the golf course and 

the nature of the incident were not always relayed properly. 

o A contributing factor was that some of these incidents were reported by people 

who were unfamiliar with both the golf course and the correct terminology for 

describing locations on the course.  

The Ugly 

• The limited number of headsets for the radios was a major problem all week. 

o On Sunday there were not enough headsets for the marshals 

o There should be sufficient headsets for all radios 
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Suggestions for future events:  

• Provide a “Cheat Sheet” listing who to contact for various services such as toilets, ice 

and water, medical etc. 

o Should include the channel (e.g., Operations A1) and, where applicable, a 

contact name or group. 

• Give Chairs/Vice Chairs multi-channel radios that would allow them to contact other 

groups directly and not have to rely on Communications to “translate” their request. 

o Clearly identify and mark all multi-channel radios. 

• To facilitate the redistribution and/or repurposing of unused radios, allow radios to be 

reprogrammed on-site by either Golf Canada or a trained volunteer. 

• Set up radio monitoring in a quiet area. 

o Due to the low call volume, phones can be set up in an area where there is some 

ambient noise. 

o In our case, radio distribution/return and phones should have been set up in the 

area just inside the Pro Shop entrance (a relatively noisy area) and radio 

monitoring set up in the adjacent office. 

• Morning and afternoon shifts should each have four volunteers assigned, two on radios, 

one on phones, and one Rover. 

• Volunteers and staff who will be working on-course should understand how to report 

locations using golf course terminology (e.g. relative to tee, green, left and right side of 

fairway etc.) and basic radio protocols. 

 
Conclusion:  

In general, the Communications committee functioned effectively.  Radio monitoring was 

performed by one volunteer during quiet periods (early morning before most radios were 

distributed, and late afternoon when play was winding down and radios were being returned), 

and two during busier periods (late morning and early afternoon).  In most cases, requests were 

responded to promptly and passed on to the appropriate group for follow-on action.  Ambient 

noise (caused mostly by an adjacent committee) and chatter on multiple frequencies 

sometimes made it difficult to understand what was being said, resulting in frequent requests 

to repeat transmissions.  Initially, there was a good deal of guesswork involved in determining 

which group each request should be directed to, however, this improved rapidly as the week 

progressed. 
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Only one volunteer was required to monitor the phones as we received a much lower than 

expected volume of telephone calls (normally less than a dozen each day).  Most calls 

concerned either problems with tickets in Ticketmaster or were easily answered with the 

information made available to the volunteer manning the phone.  Due to the low call volume, 

telephone monitoring could often be done by a volunteer who was monitoring radios at the 

same time. 


